
AVEVA™ Enterprise Integration
Reliable plant to enterprise integration
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Give your supply chain more agility and make informed operational decisions by adding  
real-time visibility into production execution, inventory, and plant capacity availability. 

AVEVA Enterprise Integration connects AVEVA’s Manufacturing Execution System and other 
plant applications with enterprise solutions such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), and Quality Management Systems (QMS) to synchronize 
master data and exchange production request and response information between your 
plant and your enterprise systems in real time. Maintain manufacturing continuity when ERP 
connections are unavailable with automatic store and forward capabilities.
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AVEVA Enterprise Integration links AVEVA’s 
manufacturing execution system with enterprise 
systems and offers multiple methods of information 
exchange. Master data synchronization maintains 
a consistent dataset that reflects information such 
as recipes, bills of material, or quality specifications, 
and synchronizes change across two or more 
connected systems. Bi-directional exchanges of 
operational planning information to the plant and 
execution information such as production results, plant 
performance and resources status provided to the 
enterprise at end of a product run, the end of each shift, 
or for any defined conditional event.

Automatic message store and forward capabilities 
maintain manufacturing continuity in case of 
communication issues and deliver production response 
messages as soon the connection is available 
again. Additional tools and history data allow you to 
troubleshoot communication links or repurpose production 
order information to manually initiate production and 
minimize plant downtime and wasted resources. 

Integration scenarios
Typical use cases include integrating AVEVA’s MES 
software and other plant systems with ERP based on 
industry-standard interfaces, including:

 y XML messages

 y Flat files

 y Database queries

 y Custom interface and data transformation extensions

AVEVA Enterprise Integration software connects 
multiple applications and interfaces to eliminate 
multiple point-to-point integrations. This allows 
a consistent plant-to-enterprise integration 
approach. When used for multi-site plant integration 
standardization, enterprise integration eases multi-
plant deployment efforts and further reduces the total 
cost of ownership for a dynamically linked enterprise 
and plant systems landscape.

Connecting the plant to enterprise systems
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Reliable system-to-system information 
exchanges
 y Mediate and guarantee information exchange 

between systems

 y Detect MES events such as the end of a job or when 
message exchanges are triggered

 y Recover quickly from system interruptions and 
maintain business continuity with store and  
forward capabilities

 y Use the comprehensive message history for 
sophisticated error handling

Support for industrial standards 
Flexible message delivery capabilities include:

 y XML Messages

 y Microsoft Message Queue (MSMQ)

 y File Drop

 y SQL queries
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Configuration and administration
 y A web-based user interface aids in administration, 

configuration, system monitoring, and manual 
operator interventions 

 y Configure the mapping of XML messages, files, or 
query data to MES database table parameters

 y Implement role-based security for user actions or roles

 y Example connections for AVEVA MES using XML, 
files, and SQL queries speeds system integration

Extensibility 
Many enterprise integration projects require 
connections to specific interfaces or communication 
protocols between systems. AVEVA Enterprise 
Integration software provides extensibility for custom 
data transformation, with data translation and system 
connectivity handled via customized, reusable plug-
ins. Once a plug-in is created, it can be used with other 
installations of the software to support standardization 
for multi-site integration rollouts.
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Technical specifications

Operating systems
 y Windows server 2012 R2

 y Windows server 2016

 y Windows server 2019

 y Windows 8.1

 y Windows 10

Database technology 
 y Microsoft SQL server 2014

 y Microsoft SQL server 2016

 y Microsoft SQL server 2017

 y Microsoft SQL server 2019
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